The relationship between structural MRI, FDG-PET, and memory in temporal lobe epilepsy: Preliminary results.
Structural and metabolic abnormalities of the temporal lobe are frequently found in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). In the present retrospective study, we investigated whether structural abnormalities evident in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and hypometabolism evident in [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) independently influence verbal and nonverbal learning and delayed memory in patients with TLE. Sixty-eight patients with refractory unilateral TLE (35 left TLE, 33 right TLE) were divided into three groups: (1) no evidence of pathology in either MRI or FDG-PET studies (MRI-/PET-, n=15), (2) temporal FDG-PET determined hypometabolism with normal MRI findings (MRI-/PET+, n=21), and (3) evidence of temporal abnormalities in both MRI and FDG-PET studies (MRI+/PET+, n=32). A fourth group (MRI+/PET-, n=4) was too small for further statistical analysis and could not be included. Patients with MRI+/PET+ showed worse verbal memory than patients with MRI-/PET- (p<0.01), regardless of side of seizure focus. Verbal memory performance of patients with MRI-/PET+ was located between patients with MRI+/PET+ and MRI-/PET-, although group differences did not achieve statistical significance (ps>0.1). No group differences were found for nonverbal memory (p=0.27). Our results may suggest an interactive negative effect of metabolic and structural temporal lobe abnormalities on verbal memory. Still, our results are preliminary and need further validation by studies involving larger patient groups and up-to date quantitative imaging analysis methods.